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in 2010 the game was included in tecnomix's "thunder force collection"
for ps3. this version was re-released on march 17, 2011 for the ps3

system. it features an english language track and improved graphics
(including new sprite art), as well as a new features including a new

hardcore mode, control mode, an adjusted difficulty, and more. the game
also comes in a slightly cheaper, chinese (vip) edition, which is now the
international version and was released on the store on may 14, 2011.

while the saturn and playstation versions were exclusive to north
america, tecnosoft has republished broken thunder on sony's current

generation playstation 4 and playstation vita systems for the first time in
four years. broken thunder was released in japan on october 23, 2014,

and in north america on march 24, 2015. the game was not published in
europe at the time. this game is packed with tons of westernizes which
add to the fun of the game, but some of the japanese details are lost in
translation as they can be a little difficult to understand. the story for

example is a little difficult to follow because it's all in english. there are a
few voice actors who were very good at their jobs but the english

voiceovers aren't the best. the playstation was one of the first consoles
to get a sonic game, and it was, of course, sonic adventure. it was

released in 1998, and it was the first game in the series that was made
for the playstation. this game includes a very cool minigame where you

can create your own levels. sonic adventure was remade for the
gamecube and the xbox in 2002, and it was ported to the nintendo ds in
2008. there are also two sequels to sonic adventure. one of these was
sonic adventure 2, and the other was called sonic adventure 2: battle.

you can download the original dreamcast version of the game here, the
gamecube version here, the xbox version here, the ds version here, and
the ds version here. the original sonic adventure was not a gamecube

game.
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however, i did not
buy it myself,

because i know i
would never buy it

on the ps3. that
console is not as
good as the xbox

360, and
thunderforce vi is

not worth playing on
it. it’s better to play
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it on the saturn. it’s
fun, but not as fun
as it could be. the
first thunder force
game was actually

the first game i
played on the

playstation and it
was such a great
game. the second
game in the series,

thunder force 2, was
the one that i got to
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play on the
playstation 2 and it
was pretty good but
kind of disappointed
me. then the third

game, thunder force
3: war of the skies,
was the one that i
wanted to play the
most in the series

and i played that on
the playstation. it

was really good but
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it got really bad
reviews. i found the
first thunder force
game to be really

fun, but the second
and third ones were
really disappointing
to me. i played the
first thunder force
game on the sega
saturn and it was a
really good game.

thunder force 5 was
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a really good game
and i beat it pretty

quickly. i never
played the second
or third thunder

force game on the
saturn. i heard the
third one was really

bad though. the
support and cross-

play features on the
3ds are a nice touch,

but the first time
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you open one of the
games you realise

that its not quite up
to the task of

making you want to
play any of the
games on offer,

even if its in glorious
3d. the layout is the
same as in any of

the other ports, with
each game being an
individual hub in a
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single-player
campaign, and you
can use the touch
screen to operate
your ship and the
face buttons to

direct your fire, but
while theres no

shortage of options
for action, there
arent enough of
them or enough
variety to really
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make you want to
explore. there are
plenty of regular

arcade shooters, but
its the limited

selection of one-off
game modes and

fun mini-games that
keep you coming

back, and the strong
3d visuals are

definitely the best
part of the whole
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